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In Canada, the transportation sector is the second largest
source of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, accounting for a
quarter of total national emissions, according to the Government of Canada. That makes Electric Vehicles (EVs) essential to reducing our overall emissions; every kilometre driven
in an EV is one kilometre closer to our carbon reduction targets. Canadians have already driven the popularity of EVs to
new heights, with more than 100,000 plug-in EVs now on the
road in Canada. Naturally, this rise in EV usage is accompanied by an increased demand for landlords to provide the right
charging experience.
The Canadian government has set ambitious federal targets
for zero-emission vehicles reaching 100% of light-duty vehicles by 2040. Increasingly, metro jurisdictions are setting strict
guidelines for infrastructure to accommodate these vehicles.
Leading the charge toward meeting our nation’s green emission goals, Vancouver, British Columbia already requires 100
per cent of residential parking spaces for new developments,
excluding visitor spaces, must be designed with an energized
electrical outlet capable of providing Level 2 EV charging or
higher to the parking space. Other major Canadian cities like
Toronto, Ontario are on their way as well, requiring new developments to outfit 20 per cent of parking spaces with EV supply
equipment while designing the remaining spaces for future EV
station installation.
Beyond bylaws, ensuring your building is EV-ready is essential
to meeting the future needs of residents. Your residents want a
plug-and-charge solution as seamless as it is efficient. Working
with a submetering provider can simplify the process for both
landlord/strata and residents to provide the right plug-andcharge solution for your building. Submetering offers metering
and direct billing for designated EV parking areas, and conve-

ongoing monitoring and maintenance. Submetering can also
offer advanced energy management to reduce capital costs. As
available electricity supply may become a concern as more EV
charging services are required over time, the technology incorporated into the stations can be used to reduce further installation costs, power requirements, and to future-proof sites for
additional deployments without heavily increasing underlying
infrastructure.
The ideal solution for most multi-res buildings is the Level 2
EV charger supported by a cloud network because of its power-sharing and power-limiting capabilities. These Level 2 chargers – available in wall-mount, single pedestal and double pedestal – provide your residents with convenient, reliable service
while not overtaxing your building’s electrical infrastructure.
This makes it possible for organizations to meet driver demand
and charge more EVs without making major electrical investments. Most cloud-network enabled Level 2 chargers will allow
for a variety of ways to control and monetize these amenities,
including the ability to track energy and utilization, control access to select drivers, and scale-up charging station operations
as demand for these services increases.
By having EV charging solutions in place in visitor parking areas, you will offer EV drivers reliability, convenience and ease
when visiting your building. In visitor parking areas, the common practice is to offer bill-by-the-hour service via a driver
app. It is quick and convenient and well suited to a communal-use environment. In designated resident parking areas,
residents of submetered buildings are increasingly seeking an
alternative billing solution for EV charging, by-the-kWh. This
allows for a single source bill for all electrical use and saves
them money – a full charge will cost the same no matter how
long it takes. By implementing submetering solutions for EV
charging in your building, you will offer an elevated user experience through simplified billing, timely and accurate service,
and available insights into every kWh used.
From a business advantage standpoint, outfitting your building with EV charging equipment will provide a desirable sustainable living feature, enhancing your building’s marketability.
Submetering your EVSE (Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment)
offers advanced analytics that provide total insight into utility
consumption and give ranks to buildings as well as residents.
Submetering can also simplify your billing process, offering a
single source bill for all electricity usage, including EV charging,
which is monitored and administered by your provider.
With so many options and incentives available, deploying EV
charging stations is a wise and proactive choice that will attract residents, meet your jurisdiction’s building legislations,
and contribute to Canada’s goals around decarbonizing transportation.
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So, You're Thinking of Switching Management Companies? - Canadian Condominium Institute Toronto Chapter (CCI-T)

from the same pool of talent. Armed with this knowledge, ask
yourself as a Board if whatever is driving you to dissatisfaction
(and a desire to change service providers) is worth the risk
of jumping into an uncertain market. Will your next assigned
manager be better or worse than what you have? What’s the
old saying: the grass isn’t always greener on the other side?
First, consider instead if there are ways that the relationship
can be improved to mutual satisfaction. Consider the following:
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The right management companyLegislation
is a very important
choice for a condominium community. Your

managing agent is the face of your community – with owners, residents, contractors and
professional service providers. They are also responsible for ensuring that your operations run
The right management company is a very important choice
effectively. Making the wrong choice in service providers can have a real negative impact on your
for a condominium
managing agent is the
community
and can prevent your community.
condo from runningYour
smoothly.

face of your community – with owners, residents, contractors

Ultimately, the board and owners in the corporation need to have confidence in the ability of their
and professional service providers. They are also responsible
management company and assigned property manager. There needs to be mutual trust and respect
for ensuring that your operations run effectively. Making the
in the relationship.

1. Have you had a direct discussion with your manager about
areas for improvement? I don’t mean to say “your manager’s
supervisor”. I mean speaking to your manager directly, as a
real person, to respectfully detail the areas where improvement is needed.
2. If you have spoken to your manager directly, escalating to
the supervisor is the next logical step. Is there a change at a
company level that will assist the manager in ensuring your
needs are met?
3. Should you consider mandatory mediation under section
132 (1) of the Condominium Act, 1998? It’s often overlooked
that management agreements are subject to mediation/arbitration under this section of the Act.
4. Are your expectations reasonable (see below)?

Are Your Expectations Reasonable?

Property managers are tasked with managing sometimes comwrong choice in service providers can have a real negative plex business operations, large operating and capital budgets,
impact on your community and can prevent your condo from 1/5 major projects, compliance, and communication needs. It is
https://ccitoronto.org/condovoice/240
necessary to have broad expertise and skills and to manage
running smoothly.
the needs of the client often with very little resources available.
Ultimately, the board and owners in the corporation need to
have confidence in the ability of their management compa- Because of this it is not reasonable to expect your properny and assigned property manager. There needs to be mutual ty manager to be an expert at all things. Rather, you should
look at their skill sets and ask yourselves if they are fulfilling
trust and respect in the relationship.
the needs of the corporation using best efforts and achieving
In my career, I’ve seen this respect and trust break down for results. Management companies help to fill the gaps but una number of reasons. Sometimes, it is best for both the condo derstand that senior representatives (such as regional manand management company to part ways in favour of a better agers) often oversee a large number of properties and can’t
relationship fit. Let’s explore some of the challenges that can be everywhere at the same time – escalated support should
be worked through, as well as some necessary considerations come with reasonable time frames attached. Be aware that
those working in supervisory roles are spread thin because
in making such a big change.
of the low cost of condominium management services in the
market. Also be mindful that when disaster strikes, you can’t
Working It Out With Your Current Provider expect business as usual. Politics and major damages will take
up a large amount of time. Help your manager prioritize what’s
The current condominium management market is a chalimportant to you.
lenging one. Statistics released by the Condominium Management Regulatory Authority of Ontario (as of January 6,
Maybe your property manager excels at communication and
2020) tell us that there are only 1,641 general licensees in
people management but may not be the most effective at cothe condominium market a number of whom are working in
ordinating major construction projects. As a board, you should
“supervisory” roles. It is estimated that in early 2019 there
think about what resources might be needed to make sure the
were 11,300 condominium corporations in Ontario (and growmanager has the tools available to them to operate successing every day). The math is simple – there is a shortage of
fully. Discuss those thoughts in board meetings so that action
managers and all management service providers are drawing
4

plans can be established increasing your likelihood of success.
Further, if you have a specific expectation as a board it’s important to simply say so. If you as an individual director have
specific needs relating to organization of information to make
the right decisions say so in advance. Don’t expect your manager to simply know what your needs are. Crystal balls are not
standard issue to managers.
Finally, property managers are human beings. No one person
is perfect. Be reasonable when minor errors occur. Expect that
when there are missteps the accountable person should acknowledge the error and takes steps to correct it (and prevent
recurrence). If your Board is routinely changing management
companies or staff members, look within to see where the issue lies. You might make the wrong choice in provider once,
but if it is a routine occurrence your expectations probably fall
short of reasonable and respectful.

The Hiring Market
As reviewed earlier in this article, all condominium management providers are facing a shortage of qualified managers
and are drawing from the same pool of talent.
There are a number of limited license holders working on their
education and experience to achieve their general license. As
this happens, the number of general licensees will increase –
helping to alleviate the ongoing shortage. The market is ripe
for new condo managers and I hope that this will increase interest in the occupation for excellent candidates.
But beware, not all
general licensees will
be experts in the field.
Consider that if you
manage one property
for two years (achieving
the experience requirements for the general
license) you will have
seen probably only two
owners meetings, two
budgets, and one capital project. Expertise
comes with many years of experience and missteps.
You also can’t expect a management firm to bring you multiple
potential managers to interview as a board. There are a few
reasons for this:
1. There are limited qualified persons providing condo management services. Not all of them are on the job market currently. There may only be one suitable candidate at the time
your corporation is looking.
2. The employee/employer relationship is between the company and the manager. Management companies have to be
careful in the interview process to ask the right questions and
treat the candidate appropriately. I have seen Boards ask inappropriate questions to potential candidates. I have also seen

Boards reject good candidates for bad reasons.
3. Entering into a relationship with a management company
needs to be based on mutual trust. Do you trust your selected
firm to bring you the right candidate? If you don’t, you may
need to rethink your choice of provider.

How to Select a New Firm
With all of the above considered, if your community still needs
to look for new management I have the following suggestions.
These are based on my exposure to many condos in transition.
I’ve seen it done really well, and really poorly.
1. Review the terms of your existing agreement. Specifically,
you should be clear on your termination obligations but as well
consider what worked well in your existing contract and what
didn’t.
2. Identify a quality standard. Are you looking for the best
price or the best service?
3. Pre-qualify a minimum of three management companies.
Make sure their service level is in line with what you’ve identified as acceptable. Be honest about your expectations and
challenges when vetting potential managers. That way they
can truly understand your needs and you can get real information about how they’ll help you moving forward.
4. Collect proposals via sealed bid. Your RFP does not need to
be overly complex but should have a requirement for the information you need to make the right decision.
5. Interview at least two firms.
6. Verify the licensing and insurance of the chosen firm.
7. Enter into a written agrement to start in line with the notice
to be provided to your existing manager.
I would caution boards against terminating first and then selecting a new firm. A short timeline limits a successful transition. 60 days is ideal. Exceptions should be made only with a
very good reason.

Change Management – Communication
You’ve decided to change and now you need to tell your community members. Each situation is a bit unique and depends
on the perception in the community about existing management. I would suggest discussing a communication plan with
your newly selected provider – they will have to work long
term with the result of the communication!
At all times, try to remain respectful of your existing manager. Business relationships can end and we all need a reminder sometimes to think of the unintended impacts it can
have. Throwing stones and playing blame games is very rarely
constructive. Focus your efforts on positive improvements and
your whole community will benefit.
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even when they are 25 years old or older, because very few
have managed to get their fees to a level that allows future
contributions to increase by only inflation each year. They are
still phasing-in, delaying and deferring, which allows the buildings to degrade and the backlog of required repairs and replacements to pile up to unmanageable levels.
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gain. As most Condovoice readers know, the Condominium
In a perfect world, each condominium would do their first-year reserve fund study, looking forward
Act
in Ontario currently starts every condominium in the prov45 or 60 years, recognize the initial underfunding, correct their contributions and set down a path to
ince
with a reserve fund contribution that is far too low. The
a financially successful future. But let's face it, we live in the real world, where people will do almost
minimum 30-year timeframe of a study also seriously underhttps://ccitoronto.org/condovoice/247
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states required contributions in early years because the 30year period includes twenty years of very light spending (the
first twenty, when everything is new), and only ten years of
heavy spending. The biggest tickets items lie in the 30- to 50year range and are often not captured or funded in the initial
studies if the study follows the Act’s minimum requirements.
In a perfect world, each condominium would do their first-year
reserve fund study, looking forward 45 or 60 years, recognize
the initial underfunding, correct their contributions and set
down a path to a financially successful future. But let’s face it,
we live in the real world, where people will do almost anything
to avoid the resultant 30% or 50% increase in their maintenance fees. Early boards embark on long “phase-in” periods
and other strategies to avoid getting the fees to the appropriate levels. This feels like success in the short-term but means
that future owners are going to have to contribute much more
than their fair share to the fund. If that 40% increase in fees
feels untenable to current owners, imagine how challenging it
is going to be for future owners to pay double or triple their fair
share. But that’s what many Notices of Future Funding show!
The impact of the understated first-year reserve contribution
unfortunately has ongoing repercussions on condominiums
6

The good news is that the Ministry has reopened consultations
on the reserve fund portions of the legislation and regulations.
Hopefully we can get some of these issues sorted out so that
future condominiums don’t face the financial challenges that
the current buildings have. The amendments should also put
more pressure on existing condominiums to get funding to appropriate levels rather than relying on future owners to magically be happy to pay exorbitant fees (that were, at the end of
the day entirely preventable).
But why wait? Every condominium board in the province can
“right the ship” starting with their next reserve fund study update. If you are in a building less than 20 years old, make
sure your study is looking forward more than 30 years (a
good practice would be 61 years less the age of the building
to a minimum of 30 years). And for all buildings, if your study
shows that you need an increase in your fees to get to inflation-matched increases, then get it over and done with in the
next three years. It may feel painful, but it is the best path to
creating a sustainable financial future for your corporation.
And to the reserve fund study providers out there offering
studies that include 10- and 15-year phase-in periods at each
update, please stop. The math may work long enough for you
to complete the study and appease the client, but the future
financial reality you are creating is nothing short of irresponsible! We have a duty of care to future owners of these condominiums, not just to today’s owners. We don’t need the government to force our hands; let’s do the right thing now.
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regulations were enacted on March 26 so that lawyers could
use audio-visual technology to enable land title registry, delegation of power of attorney and filing of wills in accordance
with required public health protocols. Authority for this remote
witnessing approach was made permanent last week.
“Continuing to allow these documents to be signed remotely
will increase access to the justice system through the use of
technology,” says Saskatchewan Justice Minister and Attorney
General Don Morgan.
For land registry applications, the new regulation also simplifies steps for lawyers, provided they are licensed to practice in
Saskatchewan. Previously, they were required to submit a certificate of qualifications in situations where they had witnessed
the signing from a physical distance, such as from the other
side of a glass divider. Now they will simply have to check a
box and sign the authorization form.
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Enforcing a Condo's Governing Documents - Canadian Condominium Institute Toronto Chapter (CCI-T)

Pursuant to the Act, a condominium corporation can require
that individuals comply with its governing documents. Section 119(1) of the Act provides that all owners and occupiers of units must comply with the condominium corporation’s
declaration, by-laws, and rules. Section 17(3) requires that
a condominium corporation enforce its governing documents
by taking all reasonable steps. Section 119(2) requires a unit
owner to take all reasonable steps to ensure that a tenant, or
any other unit occupant, complies as well.
But what should a condominium corporation actually do to enforce its declaration, by-laws, and rules?
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In Ontario, a condominium is governed by its declaration, bylaws, and rules. Of course, all are subject to the overriding
authority of the Condominium Act, 1998 (the “Act”) and its
regulations. Together, these documents dictate, among many
other things, what can and cannot be done within the units and
the common elements.
The nature of a condo is that, in return for the advantages
gained through common ownership of the common elements,
some degree of control over what can be done is given up.
Regrettably, not everyone is great at giving up control and
following rules.
Though we see all sorts of conflicts arise in condos, the most
common issues are related to noise, odours, pets, and parking.
I’m sure you can already think of that time your neighbour was
partying at 2:00 am on a weekday, or when you saw a resident
walking their giant dog with no leash, or when you visited a
friend and their hallway reeked of cigarette smoke.
So what can a condominium corporation do in those situations
when a resident or his/her guests do not follow the rules?
8

The answer to this question can be oversimplified in four basic
steps: investigate, communicate, escalate, and, if necessary,
litigate.
Below each step is discussed in more detail. To make things
easier, a hypothetical situation is used to illustrate each step.
Imagine that Kyle and Norm own a unit on the floor below
where Serge lives. Serge is a tenant and the unit is owned by
Pascal. Serge is a young, successful guy who likes to have his
friends over later in the evenings to make them food and hang
out. Sometimes Serge has more people over, alcohol becomes
involved, and these hangouts occasionally turn into late-night
parties.
Kyle and Norm bear the brunt of these hangouts/parties. In
other words, they often hear loud music and people talking
and laughing when they’re trying to sleep. This goes on for
months and Kyle and Norm finally get fed up with Serge’s constant partying. They email the property manager, Nick, telling
him that this has been going on for quite some time and angrily demand that he do something to make Serge stop making
noise.
How should Nick approach this situation?

Investigate
First, Nick needs to investigate whether the noise is actually
happening. It’s important
for a corporation to properly investigate whether
complaints are legitimate
and need to be addressed.
A corporation should not
have a knee-jerk reaction
to a complaint and begin
enforcement
proceedings
with no evidence that there
is in fact a problem.
Knowing that he needs to
investigate, Nick looks at
the building’s security logs
and incident reports and
finds that no one has made

any complaints against Serge’s unit. That means that Kyle
and Norm’s email complaint is the first time that the corporation has been notified about the noise issue with Serge’s unit.
When dealing with enforcement matters, a corporation should
always think about the worst-case scenario, being that it has
to go to court to enforce compliance. As such, it is essential
that, throughout the enforcement process, it is “building its
file” and creating a well-documented record that could eventually convince a court that a compliance order is warranted.
Ideally, complaints should be made in realtime which allows
the corporation to investigate the complaint and prepare a
contemporaneous report setting out the result of the investigation. In this hypothetical scenario, a well-documented record would include numerous reports by security or management indicating:
1. that a noise complaint was made by Kyle and Norm;
2. that it was verified that excessive noise was emanating from
Serge’s unit at the time the complaint was made;
3. who verified the noise;
4. that Serge was told to keep quiet, and

In our hypothetical scenario, Nick should first send a warning
to both Serge (the tenant) and Pascal (the owner). This is best
done in a formal warning letter advising that a complaint has
been received, that going forward the corporation will investigate any future complaints, and that if the issues persist, the
corporation’s lawyers will become involved. When communicating with tenants about compliance matters, it is vital that
owners are copied on those communications. This allows the
owner to take any reasonable steps possible to ensure his or
her tenants comply – reasonable steps could include taking action pursuant to the Residential Tenancies Act, 2006. After all,
the owner is ultimately responsible for the tenant’s behaviour.
If it goes to court, both the owner and tenant are likely to be
parties to the application.
After Nick has sent Serge and Pascal a letter, he should correspond with Kyle and Norm to let them know that the corporation is on it. This correspondence could note that the corporation takes the matter seriously, that it’s taken active steps to
address the noise issues, and request that going forward they
immediately notify security or management of the noise so
that it can be investigated/documented in real time.
But what happens if the issues continue despite the communications?

5. that Serge was warned that multiple incidents might result
in enforcement proceedings being started.
Given what we know, it’s safe to say that one email complaint
is not sufficient to verify that the noise issue requires enforcement. So what should Nick do now?

Communicate
Communicate! A corporation needs to ensure that it is effectively communicating with all affected parties. With respect to
complainants, the corporation needs to communicate that it
is taking the complaint seriously, it will address them in due
course, and, if necessary, asking the complainants to take additional steps to make enforcement easier. With respect to the
party complained of, the corporation needs to communicate
that an issue has been brought to its attention and it should
describe how it will be dealt with going forward.

SERVICES:
Elevator Management
Maintenance Contracts
Elevator Modernizations
Specifications
Project Management
Contact:	
  
Kevin	
  McEwen:	
  J.E.,	
  J.M.
M:	
  306-‐281-‐2826
Toll	
  Free:	
  844-‐374-‐2001
kevin@goodwen.ca

Contact:	
  
Harley	
  Good:	
  	
  J.E,	
  J.M.	
  
C:	
  306-‐715-‐0995	
  
Toll	
  Free:	
  844-‐374-‐2001	
  
harley@goodwen.ca

www.goodwenelevatorconsulting.com
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Escalate
The reality is that some residents do not like complying with
rules and, even after being notified by the corporation that
there is a breach, the behaviour continues. In these situations,
if more incidents occur, the corporation should continue corresponding with the tenants and the owner. We typically recommend that at least 2 or 3 letters be sent before escalating the
situation. However, eventually the corporation needs to accept
that its warnings are not working and it will need to escalate
the matter to its lawyers.
In our scenario, imagine that Serge disregards the notices and
continues hosting parties, which means that Kyle and Norm
continue suffering. Of course, that’s not fair! So now, Nick will
need to get direction from the corporation’s board of directors
to escalate the matter and send the file over to the lawyers.
Once the lawyers become involved, letters are written to Serge
and Pascal advising them of the breaches and warning that if
the noise issue continues, then the corporation may take them
to court. These letters are commonly known as enforcement
or compliance letters.
You may be asking yourself, can the corporation chargeback
the owner for the costs of these enforcement letters? Well, the
answer is, it depends! It depends on the corporation’s indemnity provisions, its rules, the number of warnings it gave the
owner, and several other factors. There may also be new caselaw that changes a corporation’s ability to chargeback enforcement letters (stay tuned for future editions “Decisions from the
Court”). The easy answer is: ask your lawyers!
To conclude the scenario, imagine that somehow after everything the corporation has done to warn Serge and Pascal, the
issues continue. What can the corporation do now?

tas -Technical Advisory Services Inc.

301 - 20th Street West

901 First Avenue North

Bus: (306) 244-5900

Bus/Cell: (306) 221-0069

Saskatoon SK, S7M 0X1

Fax: (306) 652-7667
e-mail: GraceMuzyka@brunsdonlawrek.com

Saskatoon SK, S7K 1Y4

Fax: (306) 244-7037
e-mail: techsvcs@sasktel.net

Website: www.tasreservefunds.com

“A comprehensive, experienced based, practical approach
to Reserve Fund Planning”
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Litigate (sort of)
Section 132 of the Act requires that “disagreements” between
a condominium corporation and its unit owners go to mediation
and arbitration. However, depending on the circumstances, it
may be possible to bypass this requirement and go straight to
litigation.
If mediation and arbitration are unsuccessful, section 134 of
the Act permits the corporation to commence a court application to enforce compliance with any provision of the Act, declaration, bylaws, and rules.
In our hypothetical scenario, the noise issue is likely to require
mediation and arbitration before commencing a court application. Nevertheless, if those efforts fail, then the corporation’s
last resort is to litigate.
Worry not, the bulk of compliance matters do not reach this
final stage. Unfortunately, some residents leave their corporation little choice but to take these harsh steps to enforce
compliance.
Hopefully your corporation does not have to experience this
process but, if it does, make sure to follow the steps and, most
importantly, build your file!

update
Short Term Stays update
Saskatoon
Council
adopted
new regulations
for accommodations
short term accommodations
at its
City
CouncilCity
adopted
new
regulations
for short term
at its meeting
yesterday
evening.
The
regulations
are
based
on
option
3
in
the
report
and
in
the
meeting on August 31st, 2020. The regulations are based on option 3 in the report and
engagement.
UnderUnder
the new
homestays
requirerequire
a business
license,
with an
in the engagement.
theregulation’s
new regulation’s
homestays
a business
license,
exemption
if only hosting
up to two
your own
dwelling
unit. Short
term
rental
with an exemption
if only hosting
upguests
to twoinguests
in your
own dwelling
unit.
Short
term
properties
requirerequire
a business
license,
and discretionary
use approval
in low and
rental properties
a business
license,
and discretionary
use approval
in low and
aooroval is not required in
medium density residential zoning districts. Discretionary use approval
high density residential, mixed-use, institutional, or commercial zoning districts. More
information, including how to apply for a license, is available on our
website www.saskatoon.ca/shorttermstays

Thank you again for participating in the engagement and helping to inform and direct
these regulations. As you can see from the consultation results this was a divisive topic
with many different perspectives on the issue. As
As part of approving the regulations
regulations City
Council directed that City Administration continue to monitor short term
accommodations and report back on the regulations in 18 to 24 months.
This will be our final project update to the email group. Should you have any questions
about the regulations, I can still be reached directly by this email address or by the
telephone number below. We also have staff available to take your call from 8:00am to
5:00pm Monday to Friday at 306-975-2760 or by email
at business.license@saskatoon.ca
Our team is looking forward to continuing to work with short term accommodation hosts
on the new regulations and assisting them through the licensing and approval process.
Sincerely,
Mark Wilson, MCIP, RPP | tel 306.986.3148

Licensing and Permitting Manager
Community Standards, Community Services Department
City of Saskatoon | 222 3rd Avenue North | Saskatoon, SK S7K 0J5
Treaty 6 Territory & Homeland of the Métis
mark.wilson@saskatoon.ca
www.saskatoon.ca
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Coping With the New Normal - Canadian Condominium Institute Toronto Chapter (CCI-T)

stress and challenges that could exacerbate with isolation and
continuous negative news loops, such as triggering PTSD, increasing feelings of doom, depression, SAD, and other areas of
anxiety and panic disorders. What we’ve seen from this pandemic is an increase of online support from therapists, doctors,
and other websites and phone lines in attempt to reduce and
manage the triggers that this situation could bring on by offering alternative care. The tools offered from these resources will
assist with coping during an emergency when travelling to an
appointment becomes inadvisable or impossible.
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for the helpers’ and reminded that we all have a responsibility
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to do our part as helpers, especially in the close living arrangements of condominiums.

https://ccitoronto.org/condovoice/236

It is not solely the guidance and direction from your property
manager and the site and support staff, but also the cooperation of the condo boards and residents to minimize risk to each
other. I learned that the pandemic had a larger human impact
that was so much more than containing the spread of a virus.
Over the spring with the viral spread of COVID-19 and the
overload of information and continuous newsreels, seemingly
nothing else was happening either locally or globally. I wondered how people were coping and where we could help with
overcoming the impacts of selfisolation to minimize social isolation and the loneliness and other mental impacts that could
arise during these unknown times.
CCI has held seminars covering a variety of areas surrounding
mental health, wellness and illness, as they become topics of
increasing interest with the everchanging condo demographic.
Members are showing an open-minded interest to understand
and appreciate the diversity of the population choosing to live
in the unique condo environment. Besides minimizing exposure to a virus, there is also a concern with managing mental
12

Another thing I’ve learned/noticed - When was washing hands
not a thing? The hoarding of supplies shows that the pandemic
was taken seriously, however I’m not sure why sanitizer was
in short supply but soap remained fully stocked! When big box
stores like Costco run out of supplies by the panic purchasing
of gloves, sanitizer, rice, pasta, and toilet paper, it makes you
wonder what opportunity will be found, like ‘I survived the TP
shortage of 2020’ t-shirts.
New
phrases
and
facets
of
conversation
have
been learned – When was ‘flatten the curve’ and
‘exponential growth’ part of daily discussions? Other expressions and terms that have increased during the pandemic
are: complacency, the apex, social distancing, PPE, self-isolation and quarantine. Even asking ‘how are you?’ has changed
to ‘how are you coping?’ and the typical ‘fine’ response has
changed to a more open discussion and tip sharing exchange
to relieve boredom or loneliness or revealing what the new
normal looks like. Zoom and other online meeting platforms
have replaced the usual in person meetings and allowed us to
retain some human contact via video. This has also resulted
in a more relaxed environment with an expectation of interruption in some form – kids or pets entering the forum, regular tech issues and innovative creation of structure for backgrounds whether it be virtual backgrounds or a peek into the
home life of the attendees.
Besides business meetings, we can still reach out socially with-

tas

-Technical
ServicesCondo
Inc. Connection (see YouTube) there
out physical proximity to continue to engage with each other
videoAdvisory
from CCI-Your
which is vitally important as human beings. Some suggestions was a reference that if a particular rule was consistently being
include using your phone as an actual telephone to call people in broken and or challenged, is it time to reflect on whether the
addition to using other tech for scheduling times to touch base community needs that rule or consider a refresh on what’s imand check in with friends and family that we cannot be with in portant instead of creating conflict or fighting about something
person. This includes an extension of invitation to residents in just because it’s a rule, instead of what makes sense. Keep
live chat rooms, Facebook, and video updates to engage and doing what’s right, not always what’s easy i.e. shutting down
update the condo community – it can also be a platform for amenities, gyms, playgrounds etc.
residents
to meet
their
neighbours in a virtual environment.
301 - 20th
Street
West
901 First Avenue North
Other activities I’ve witnessed and participated in are virtual Small gestures for big impact can be used for yourself and
Saskatoon SK, S7M 0X1
Saskatoon SK, S7K 1Y4
dinner parties, video games, wine tastings, finding and shar- others. There is huge value in taking some time to determine
(306) 244-5900
(306) for
221-0069
ingBus:
new podcasts,
creating your own fun content on TikTokBus/Cell:
or what works
you to cope with stress or uncertainty, and it
other
platforms,
virtual game nights, Instagram dance parties,
may 244-7037
help those you care about as well. There are numerous
Fax:
(306) 652-7667
Fax: (306)
zoom
gatherings
and tons of other options to continue to relate
to consider and not every method has a one size fits
e-mail:
GraceMuzyka@brunsdonlawrek.com
e-mail:avenues
techsvcs@sasktel.net
to one another. Since gyms are closed, for those looking for all solution. Just letting someone know you are thinking about
physical activities, there are lots of online programs available them or checking in on how someone is doing can have a great
for free to follow along to get or keep moving. At the time of effect. Meditation can take on whatever form feels comfortable
Website: www.tasreservefunds.com
writing this article, we are not restricted from going outside, as for you and can be used as a tool for focus, calming or clarity.
long as we stay 2m apart. Make some space in your condo for Asking someone how you can help them instead of waiting
some good stretching to counter the ‘hunched over the device’ for them to reach out will remove the stress of feeling like a
pose most of us are becoming fused into.
burden. Lending an ear to just listen or be a sounding board
for someone to let off some steam without actually offering or
Shout outs for taking action! There are a lot of people who are providing a solution can provide relief.
appreciated and should be recognized and not limited to the
few mentioned here: the Ontario legislative committee who We must be strong and work together and decide as a society
banded together in the midst of the chaos and put togeth- what the new normal is going to look like and how we’ll get
er letters, papers, suggestions and feedback for various gov- there. The recovery phase must include opportunities to innoerning Ministries, public health officials, and local MPs, while vate, create, evolve and adapt how we interact and conduct
trying to maintain their own businesses during a pandemic business. I question whether the trusted hand shake will reoutbreak. Concerns immediately arose on how to protect con- main a customary greeting – a quick internet search revealed
dos, residents and staff. Kudos also to the support staff and that the origin of the hand shake indicated that you came in
essential workers to quickly pivot to develop new protocols, peace and were not wielding a weapon in your hand. Interestupdating guidelines to protect the health and safety of staff ingly for that period, a weapon meant a physical tool, not a
and residents; to the managers for continuity of service, either viral infection.
remotely and or onsite with new safety guidelines to ensure
the minimal amount of disruption and community impact by A few tips to keep in mind during a pandemic or other crisis –
minimizing infection wherever possible. Businesses surround- swing into action! Even when we’re unsure of an outcome, it’s
ing condos such as breweries and distilleries came up with better than sitting on the fence. Over communicate! Consider
new plans to manufacture sanitizer during a shortage. Teach- alternate means of reaching people to ensure everyone gets
ers who recognized that students continue to require structure the messaging. Listen! No one has ever complained that they
and learning and developed online teaching and continuing ed- were ‘over listened’ to. Keep an attitude of gratitude and comucation for the students. Most importantly, the front line and passion! There are lots of helpers out there, no matter how big
healthcare workers – like many areas of service, under-appre- or small the gesture. Wash your hands! (self-explanatory) And
ciated until an emergency or disaster happens – however they as always, be excellent to yourself and each other!
remain there for us around the clock.

“A comprehensive, experienced based, practical approach
to Reserve Fund Planning”

Condo directors should continue to deliver communication –
not just about covid, but keeping residents connected to the
community despite not being able to gather together socially.
Maintain some flexibility and adapt to change – in the Be Kind

tas-Technical Advisory Services Inc.
Grace Muzyka, AACI, CRP, ph:306-244-5900

Website: www.tasreservefunds.com

S. Terry Sobieski, FMA, CRP, ph:306-221-0069
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For Judy Statham, president of ICC Property Management,
clear and constant communication is something to strive for
always and especially now.

Condo communities
build up resilience
in 2020

Condo communities build up resilience in 2020

Enhancing communication, rethinking technology, reimagining common spaces
Thursday, July 30, 2020
By Rebecca Melnyk

Several condo communities across southwestern Ontario with larger concentrations of senior citizens quickly watched their
everyday routines change like quicksilver as the pandemic hit. Paper copies of board meeting packages and hand-delivered
notices morphed into virtual meetings, electronic messaging and crash courses in Zoom.

Enhancing communication,
rethinking technology,
reimagining common spaces

“Suddenly, people had to gure out how to communicate and do that safely for everyone,” says Casey Beacock, president of
Sanderson Management Inc. and president and director of the Grand River Chapter of the Canadian Condominium Institute.
“What made our boards survive was their ability to adapt to change and not be afraid of it.”
Managers and boards have long been tasked with preparing communities for uncontrollable events. The pandemic is
revealing some gaps while testing the resilience of condo communities—enhancing communication channels, rethinking

“At the onset, due to mixed demographics with varying degrees of understanding, acceptance, needs for amenity spaces
and usage of their condo dwellings, there were diverse viewpoints on the severity of the pandemic, as well as acceptance
of protocols put in place by the board, with management recommendations,” she says. “We have seen our communities pull
together and help one another during this time. Continuing to
manage our communities with care and proper communication
and listening to our residents has and will continue to ensure
our condominium corporations are strong and resilient.”
Part of Beacock’s job, to an even larger degree now, includes
listening. For property managers, she says, this pandemic is
about learning how to listen actively.
“People are home, so there is a lot more communication coming in,” she says. “They were typically too busy before so we
didn’t hear from them until we needed to; now we are hearing from people every day— sometimes those we have never
heard of, who have lived in the condos for years.”
Catching COVID-19 could mean serious infection or hospitalization for those who are more vulnerable in their buildings.
This requires a tailored perspective by which to manage.

By Rebecca Melnyk, Journalist and Editor at MediaEdge Com-1/5
“You have to think about the plan moving forward and be premunications, Toronto, Ontario
pared to go slow—we tend to lag behind what is allowed provincially a bit just because our demographic is vulnerable for
Several condo communities across southwestern Ontario with the most part,” she adds. “But they don’t always understand
larger concentrations of senior citizens quickly watched their that either—they’re tired of being locked down and isolated.”
everyday routines change like quicksilver as the pandemic hit.
Paper copies of board meeting packages and hand-delivered To help a community’s most vulnerable residents absorb the
notices morphed into virtual meetings, electronic messaging shock of such a crisis, “support, care, empathy and underand crash courses in Zoom.
standing the various economic, social and physical limitations

https://www.reminetwork.com/articles/condo-communities-resilience/

“Suddenly, people had to figure out how to communicate and
do that safely for everyone,” says Casey Beacock, president of
Sanderson Management Inc. and president and director of the
Grand River Chapter of the Canadian Condominium Institute.
“What made our boards survive was their ability to adapt to
change and not be afraid of it.”
Managers and boards have long been tasked with preparing
communities for uncontrollable events. The pandemic is revealing some gaps while testing the resilience of condo communities—enhancing communication channels, rethinking For
Debbie Dale, president of MCRS Property Management, positive relationships among residents are evolving as they face
protocols together.
“Communicating in a time of crisis is a quintessential element
to successful survival as a community collective,” she says.
“Ideally, the communities that have successfully communicated in these difficult times are the ones that will truly excel in
the future through the lessons learned—together.”
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of the communities should all be considered,” Statham points
out.

Uneducated assumptions should also be avoided, says Dale.
Resilience cannot be successfully created without living and
learning another’s experience. She suggests that a confidential
survey to pull out variables and define commonalities is a great
first step, along with direct engagement.
“Vulnerable populations require specifically crafted measures
to protect their rights and entitlements in a respectful manner,”
she says. “There is no one-size-fits-all approach to simply copy
and paste repeatedly. Understanding the goals and needs of
each individual or defined group yields the basis from which to
draft potential resiliency driven measures.”
“Technology has proven to be an invaluable tool, prior to the
pandemic, and even more so now,” says Statham. “It allows
us to communicate frequently and accurately without the need
to print and post notices, track maintenance items, conduct
inspections and host board and owner meetings.”

A few critical tools ICC has deployed at their Greater Toronto
Area properties include email, a community website or portal,
a video chat conference line, cloud-based servers to access
corporation records, VPN connections for remote access and IP
cameras to view footage.
The need to virtually monitor both operations and compliance
and enhance the community has also pushed many condos to
embrace mobile technology, says Jason Reid, senior adviser
for Fire & Emergency Management with National Life Safety
Group in Toronto. This includes the ability to track cleaning
requirements, security guard patrols, virtual board meetings,
property inspections and even amenity bookings.
“Technology is not only leading operations; it’s enhancing community safety,” he says. “Today, condos in Toronto can even
allow the fire department to send text messages to residents
during evacuations and power outages.”
While technology may never replace an experienced “bootson-the-ground superintendent or concierge at the front door,”
it’s been proving its worth lately—such as the Ontario government’s emergency order allowing condos to conduct virtual meetings and e-voting, whether or not they have a bylaw
permitting so.
“Even the screen-sharing aspect in a virtual meeting is a great
resource,” says Dale. “We can keep the entire board focused
on one subject matter as a group fairly easily, which is hard to
do in a live meeting. For a virtual owners’ meeting, I suspect
the more timid folks will be empowered, too, to participate as
they tend to stay quiet in large groups.”
The emergency order on allowing virtual meetings, however, is
fleeting. Whether or not most condos will pass a bylaw before
the order ceases is unclear. Some managers believe that to
implement one would at least offer a choice for boards going
forward.

SUNCORP VALUATIONS

“This sets the corporation up for success over the years in making it easier for directors, who travel or go south for months
at a time, to still participate effectively, thereby hanging on to
that valid volunteer resource pool,” says Dale.
Besides new methods that help the business side of a condo corporation, Director of the Condominium/Strata Group at
McIntosh Perry Consulting Engineers Jon Juffs, foresees the
social networks of a corporation developing more over the next
few months, such as more variant social media communication
that promotes interconnectivity and conversations.
Condos will not only be able to reach out among their own
communities, but also connect with similar condos elsewhere—
perhaps to acquire free expert advice or opinions, he says. For
instance, a 60-unit townhouse corporation in suburbia might
want to talk to another 60-unit condo in another suburb to see
what challenges they face with completing pavement markings. Potential advancements could also support more vulnerable residents, he notes, such as an electronic Neighbourhood
Watch-type program that monitors the lack of activity in a condo’s light fixtures.
Canadians believe emerging technologies are helping to improve communities by making them safer, more efficient and
environmentally sustainable, according to research last year
from the Consumer Technology Association. However, the
Emerging Technology in Canada: 2019 Consumer Sentiment
report found there are regional gaps when it comes to awareness of tech innovations, from smart home devices to 5G connectivity, with a greater recognition found among Torontonians.
Such sentiment translates to condominium communities.
“Condo communities have such diverse demographics, so in
the urban centres there is a tendency to have a great deal of
acceptance of technology as a means of conducting business
or staying socially connected,” says Juffs. “That is less so when
you get into the more suburban, rural areas where the demographic tends to be a little older.”

“OUR BUSINESS IS VALUE”

FULL SERVICE PROFESSIONAL APPRAISAL CONSULTANTS

Appraisals and Advisory Services: Specializing in Insurance
Valuation, Reserve Fund Studies and Market Value Appraisals
#300 – 261 1st Avenue North, Saskatoon
Phone 306.652.0311 Toll Free 1.800.764.4454
Email devin.baker@suncorpvaluations.com
Offices Across Canada and the United States

www.suncorpvaluations.com
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He remembers back to when people insisted mail be delivered
by Canada Post—few would sign a contract by email. That has
changed in the last few years. He expects a more general acceptance to unfold over time despite the locale.
“We will eventually see more standard, tried-and-true methods of communication being abandoned for these more avant
guard ones that will become mainstream,” he says.

Jamie Herle, B. Comm., LL.B., ACCI

Designing for Resilience

#200 – 450 2nd Avenue North, Saskatoon
www.cuelenaere.com
(306) 477-7243
jherle@cuelenaere.com

How can the built environment adapt to help residents’ respond and recover from stressful events like pandemics, or
even climate change emergencies? Quadrangle and Human
Space recently set forth a vision that reimagines how amenity
spaces transform into welcoming community assets, or “neighbourhood nests.”
As condo communities think about local risks they face and
prioritize physical maintenance—an adaptive communications
network, back-up power, a continuous clean water supply and
refrigeration for medical and other essential supplies—soft infrastructure like social connections should also be considered.
The idea is, the more social bonds, the more resilient the community will be when a crisis hits. As Ken Brooks, senior associate and design director at Quadrangle, says, “a key characteristic of resilience is redundancy . . . having such a rich network
of connections that the loss of one connection does not jeopardize the stability of the whole.” The lobby, a common space in
most condos, is a fitting place to begin fostering these bonds.
Michelle Xuereb, director of innovation at Quadrangle, says
such a space should provide an invitation to pause, stay for
a while and return. Placing a couple of chairs outside makes
people feel welcome and “blurs the boundaries of public space
and private space.” A security guard, for instance, could be
reimagined into someone who also facilitates inclusive com10/6/2020
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Specializing in Condominium Law

want more in a barista or a bartender— where that person’s
job is to engage people,” she says. “When something happens,
you can check with the concierge who will know what to do.”
Accessible design elements, a counter for coffee and snacks,
a bookshelf for toddlers, a music event or postings for local
farmers markets are just a few elements that could entice people to return to the space. Long tables with room for casual
conversations or nooks around the periphery for quiet reflection invite people to hang out.
When a crisis
occurs, the lobby is already a
place
people
trust— a place
to take shelter, plan next
steps, coordinate emergency provisions
and pool resources. When
physically distancing, these
places can become the communications
hub that keeps residents connected, providing necessary information. The nest curator could even coordinate grocery orders
delivered to the space, then notify residents to receive them
one by one.
“The space could be used to still keep people connected, while
also providing these really fundamental services,” says Xuereb.
“This is really about providing people with the ability to adapt
over time so they can build their resilience.”

—

Infographic courtesy of Quadrangle and Human Space.

— Infographic courtesy of Quadrangle and Human Space.

“Instead of being the gate-keeper whose role it is to keep people out, what if their job description included qualities that you
want more in a barista or a bartender— where that person’s job is to engage people,” she says. “When something happens,
you can check with the concierge who will know what to do.”

“Instead of being the gate-keeper whose role it is to keep people out, what if their job description included qualities that you

Accessible design elements, a counter for coffee and snacks, a bookshelf for toddlers, a music event or postings for local
farmers markets are just a few elements that could entice people to return to the space. Long tables with room for casual
16
conversations
or nooks around the periphery for quiet re ection invite people to hang out.

The preceding article originally appeared in the June issue of
CondoBusiness magazine.

Appraisal,
Assessment,
Opinion... Oh My

An Article to help you understand
the difference between this type of
information.
Chris May
RE/MAX Saskatoon
chrismay@remax.net
WWW.CHRISMAY.CA
306-227-2863

This year, our world significantly changed with the spread of
COVID-19. I hope you’re staying healthy and safe during these
challenging times. The pandemic has impacted many markets including the Real Estate market. The information shared
among media outlets can be confusing as there are often contradictory stats. However, keep reading and I’ll provide you
with current information that will help answer some of your
questions on determining the value of your property and buying or selling a condominium.
After years of selling all types of residential property, I found
that the Real Estate market should not be lumped together as
one category but broken down into specific ones. The categories shouldn’t only be residential, condominium and acreages
either. For condos I would also include the following categories: new build; recent new build resale; older resale; townhouses; apartment styles; as well as the location within the
city that will differentiate one condo from another.
When I’m researching market value for a specific condo for one
of my clients, I feel it is best to try to compare apples to apples
and find the best comparable condos. There is often confusion
with homeowners between values from a Certified Appraiser,
City Assessment, and Realtor Market Evaluations. Here’s information on what each value assessment includes:
Appraisal – An appraisal is done for many reasons including
the refinance of a property or for the sale. The appraiser will
usually find three active listings and three of the most recent
sales and compare the subject property to those sales. Depending on which comparisons they gather could affect the
value they prepare. They will break value down to the finest
detail. Banks work hand in hand with appraisers to set or meet
value requirements.
Assessment - The city, town or RM you live in will need to
provide a value for every property so they can determine tax
amounts owed for the year. The city assessors will very seldom view a property in person but instead take your location,

style and square feet and place it into a value set. These value
assessments are usually only updated every 5 years. In the
City of Saskatoon, values are being determined with data from
January 1, 2015.
Realtor CMA - every Realtor has their own process and level of detail and experience that goes into determining value.
Here’s how I conduct a comparative market evaluation: First,
I prepare information on the property from city websites, land
titles and MLS history. Then I would view the home in-person
to get a feel for layout, updates that are needed or have been
completed, etc. Then I would search through MLS history looking for a large amount of excellent comparable properties that
would help set a range of listing price and sale price for the
subject property. I breakdown all that information and determine where value would fit compared to what else has sold in
that building, area and style using the information gathered
and knowledge of the current market.
All three of these styles could end up providing very similar
values or very different values. If you are looking to find resale
value for your property, it is best to find a trustworthy and experienced Realtor to give you the best possible range of where
it should sell in the current market as well as provide information on the sale process and costs to be expected.
Surprisingly, the MLS Condominium sales numbers are very
close in the last year to-date than the year previous with 1009
MLS sales this last 365 days compared to 998 sales the year
before. There was a slowdown of activity in March and April
due to the pandemic. However, there was an excellent bounce
back of activity from May through to October. Keep in mind
that during these challenging times, some people did not want
to sell during the pandemic. Also, university and colleges started this school year virtually which has reduced the amount of
properties selling for students.
Below are stats that I’ve collected on older resale condos and
newer resale condos, townhouses and apartment style, as well
as percentages of what portion that style fits in the market. If
you have questions and would like to sell your property, please
reach out to your Real Estate professional. If you don’t have
someone in mind, I’d be happy to help you!
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593 Current MLS listings
Older than 2000 (%)
All Types
Apartments

Newer than 2000 (%)

Newer than 2010 (%)

229 (37)

364 (63)

269 (45)

178 (30)

159 (27)

110 (19)

1009 Sold Condos Last 365 days
Older than 2000

Newer than 2000

Newer than 2010

All Types

394

615

413

Apartments

290

229

147

Sold Price Range (All 1009 Sold Condo's)
35% of total

18

43% of total 16% of total

3% of total 3% of total

0199,900 (%)

200,000299,900 (%)

300,000399,900 (%)

400,000499,900 (%)

All Types

349 (20)

431 (61)

161 (77)

33 (64)

35 (43)

Apartments

279 (80)

170 (39)

38 (23)

12 (36)

20 (57)

500,000+ (%)

Annual General
Meetings in the midst
of COVID-19
By Jamie Herle, B.Comm, LLB, ACCI

Many condominiums are approaching the time they would normally hold their AGM. In the midst of a pandemic, where the
public health authorities have advised we should all be social
distancing, this leads to two major questions:
- Do we need to hold our AGM; and
- If yes, how can we do so
Social distancing means minimizing close contact with others in the community. In light of the health-related directives,
owners should not gather together and if you have not already
done so, access to common spaces where individuals gather
such as common rooms, gyms and pools should all be closed
for the protection of everyone in your condominium.
Section 40 of The Condominium Property Act, 1993 (the “Act”)
provides that condominiums must hold an AGM no later than
15 months from the previous AGM. Further section 111 of The
Act provides that a corporation can be fined up to $2,000 for
not complying with section 40.

It is hard to believe that a court would fault a condominium
corporation for making a short postponement of its AGM on the
basis of advice from the health authorities.
I have had many questions about holding meetings by alternative means, such as video conferencing or telephone meetings.
The government passed an order on May 14, 2020 to amend
The Condominium Property Regulations 2001 to add section
62.01 which provides that unless prohibitied by your bylaws, a
meeting held by telephone, electronic or other communication
facility that permits all participants to communicate adequatly with each other during the meeting shall be convening an
annual general meeting pursuant to section 40. Most bylaws
that I have seen do not include such prohibition and therefore
electronic meetings would be allowed.
Depending on your specific condominium size, demographic
and comfort with technology you can assess which electronic
method will work best for your community.
Another alternative would be to hold a proxy meeting wherein
your owners provide their proxy to one or two individuals so
that those persons can hold the meeting and pass the necessary resolutions. I would suggest this is only done if necessary
and it is done in conjunction with an informational call or webinar wherein owners can interact and ask questions.
The key is not to diminish an owner’s ability to participate effectively. Whether you hold your meeting via other methods or
postpone, ensure there is the opportunity for communication
between the board and owners.

CCI North SK AGM

OCTOBER 27, 2020 7 PM
ZOOM MEETING - LINK WILL BE SENT TO REGISTRANTS
Click here to register to attend: https://cci-portal.ca/events/1602214722/138
$10 for members to attend
Payment by Cheque, Credit Card or Etransfer
$100 Non member Single rate
$120 Non member couple rate

Our Seminar will be held after the AGM and will have
speakers to discuss how to hold an AGM in our Current
COVID 19 Pandemic.
You will also have the opportunity to ask questions.
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DIRECTORS’ CODE OF ETHICS
North SaskatchewanCORPORATION
Chapter of CCI
RE: CONDOMINIUM
NO.

.

I have consented to act as a Director of the Corporation and I agree to comply with the following Directors’ Code of Ethics throughout my terms as a Director:
Honesty and Good Faith – I will act honestly and in good faith. I will do nothing to violate the trust of the unit owners I serve.
Care, Diligence and Skill – I will exercise the degree of care, diligence and skill of a reasonably prudent person in comparable circumstances. I
will make a concerted effort to attend all Board and owners’ meetings. I will act responsibly and with due diligence to become familiar with the affairs
of the Corporation and to uphold its Declaration, Description Plans, By-Laws, Rules, Resolutions, Policies, Agreements and Requirements of the
Condominium Act and other legislation.
Conflict of Interest – I am not currently aware of any actual or potential conflict of interest with respect to any contract, transaction, building deficiency
claim, warranty claim, legal action, proceedings or any matter detrimental to the Corporation. If I become aware of any conflict, I will immediately disclose
it to the Board. I will not promote my own interests or those of any owner, resident, family member, friend or contractor to the detriment of the Corporation.
I will not seek any special benefits or privileges as a Director or Officer or accept any compensation either personally or on behalf of any other person
except as permitted by a By-Law. I will act only in the best interests of the Condominium Corporation as a whole and I will not favour the interests of any
individual or group of owners or residents.
Confidentiality – I will not disclose to any person (including my spouse) information decided by the Board to be confidential or privileged or which
reasonably ought to be deemed confidential. When in doubt, I will request determination by a resolution of the Board.
Good Conduct – At all times, I will conduct myself in a professional and businesslike manner at meetings of Directors or Owners. I will approach all
Board issues with an open mind, preparing to make the best decisions on behalf of the Corporation. I will act ethically with integrity and in accordance
with legal criteria. I will comply with rules of good conduct and will deal with others in a respectful manner. I will comply with principles of good
governance and procedural rules of order.
Support – I will abide by decisions of the majority of the Directors even though I may disagree, but I reserve the right to express my own views to owners
upon non-confidential issues.
Defamation – I will not make erroneous or defamatory statements about the Corporation or any owner, resident, director, officer, manager, staff or
contractor of the Corporation.
Minimize Conflict – I will attempt to prevent or minimize conflict and disruption and will promote good relations amongst persons involved in our
Condominium Community. I will promote a first class image for our Corporation, its units, owners and residents.
Education – recognizing that governance of a Condominium Corporation involves complex and changing requirements, I will continue to educate myself
by reading relevant magazines (such as CCI’s CondoVoice, CM Magazine or Condominium Business Magazine). I will support attendance by one or more
Board members at any condominium seminars presented by the Canadian Condominium Institute (CCI), including CCI’s Basic Directors’ Course and CCI
Advanced Directors’ Courses at the cost of the Corporation.
Agreement – I hereby agree to comply with the provisions set out in this Directors’ Code of Ethics.
Dated at

this

day of

, 20

WITNESS:
SIGNATURE

PRINT NAME OF DIRECTOR

UNIT NO.

[You are free to use this Code of Ethics in its current form; if you alter this document in any form, you must note it is modified from the CCI original
document.] If your Condominium uses this code, please let CCI know – e-mail: cci.national@taylorenterprises.com
Canadian Condominium Institute / Institut canadien des condominiums
2175 Sheppard Ave. E., Ste. 310, Toronto, ON M2J 1W8 • Web site: www.cci.ca Tel.: (416) 491-6216 • Fax: (416) 491-1670 • E-mail: cci.national@taylorenterprises.com

Misc.3(a)
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
MEMBERSHIP TO JUNE 30, 2021
0
How/from whom did you hear about CCI?:

CONDOMINIUM CORPORATION MEMBERSHIP
MANAGEMENT COMPANY:
Contact Name:
Address:

Suite #:

City:

Province:

Phone:

Fax:

Postal Code:
Email:

n I agree to receive electronic correspondence n I DO NOT wish to receive electronic correspondence

Signature:

Date:

CONDO CORPORATION:
■ Townhouse

■ Apartment Style

Board Member 3:

■ Other

n Mr.

n Mrs.

n Ms.

n Other

Name:

Condo Name/No.:
No. of Units:

Address:

Registration Date:

City:

Address:
City:

Province:

Province:

Postal Code:

Email:

Postal Code:

Phone:

n I agree to receive electronic correspondence

Email:

n I DO NOT wish to receive electronic correspondence

n I agree to receive electronic correspondence

Signature:

n I DO NOT wish to receive electronic correspondence
Board Member 1:

n Mr.

n Mrs.

n Ms.

Board Member 4:

Date:

City:

Address:

Email:

n Other

Province:

n I agree to receive electronic correspondence

Postal Code:

Postal Code:

Signature:

n I DO NOT wish to receive electronic correspondence

Email:
n I agree to receive electronic correspondence

Signature:

n I DO NOT wish to receive electronic correspondence
Board Member 2:

n Ms.

Address:

n Other

Province:

n Mrs.

Date:

Name:

Name:

City:

n Mr.

Signature:

n Mr.

n Mrs.

n Ms.

Board Member 5:

Date:

City:

Address:

Email:

Postal Code:

Signature:

n I DO NOT wish to receive electronic correspondence

n I agree to receive electronic correspondence

Date:

■ Management Company address

x $5.00 =

Date:

Electronic Correspondence: This section must be completed in order for the
membership application to be processed. CCI communicates with its membership
via e-mail regarding updates on condominium legislation, CCI events and opportunities,
newsletters, and member communications; in accordance with the Canada anti-spam
law, you must indicate whether you wish to receive electronic correspondence from us.

Signature:

n I DO NOT wish to receive electronic correspondence

Fee: No. of condo units:

n Other

Province:

n I agree to receive electronic correspondence

Postal Code:

Email:

Please forward all correspondence to:

n Ms.

Address:

n Other

Province:

n Mrs.

Name:

Name:

City:

n Mr.

Date:

$

0.00

■ Condo Corporation address

■ Minimum $125.00

■ Maximum $300.00

METHOD OF PAYMENT:
Cheques should be made payable to:
Canadian Condominium Institute - North Saskatchewan Chapter
PO Box 7074, Saskatoon, SK S7K 4J1
Email: northsaskatchewan@cci.ca
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
1
MEMBERSHIP TO JUNE 30, 2020
How/from whom did you hear about CCI?:
MEMBERSHIP TYPE:

Annual Fee

Fee Owing

Individual Membership

| ■ $90.00

| $

Professional Membership

| ■ $250.00

| $

Business Partner Membership

| ■ $350.00

Small Business (5 or less employees)

| ■ $300.00

| $

CONTACT INFORMATION:

n Mr.

n Mrs.

n Ms.

n Other

Name:
Company Name (if Professional or Business Partner):
Address:

Suite #:

City:

Province:

Phone:

Fax:

Postal Code:
Email:

Business Website:

This section must be completed in order for the membership application to be processed. CCI communicates with its membership via
e-mail regarding updates on condominium legislation, CCI events and opportunities, newsletters, and member communications; in accordance with
the Canada anti-spam law, you must indicate whether you wish to receive electronic correspondence from us.
■ I AGREE to receive electronic correspondence
Signature

■ I DO NOT wish to receive any electronic correspondence
Date

METHOD OF PAYMENT:
Cheques should be made payable to:
Canadian Condominium Institute - North Saskatchewan Chapter
PO Box 7074, Saskatoon, SK S7K 4J1
Email: northsaskatchewan@cci.ca
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PROFESSIONAL & BUSINESS PARTNER MEMBERS DIRECTORY:
(check out this list of businesses for your Condominium needs)

ACCOUNTANTS:

Grant Thorton LLP					Colin L. Taylor		306-934-3944
Baker Tilly SK LLP					Willie Birss		306-242-4281
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP		
		Melissa Kiefer		306-668-5931
Grassland Group, Chartered Professional Accountants
Jocelyn Rodgers		
306-380-0036
Grant Thorton LLP					
Matthew Flath		
306-203-6179

FINANCIAL SERVICES AND BOOKKEEPING:

Canadian Western Bank				
Willow Point Financial Services Ltd.		

Kelly Walker		
Rebecca May-Gorges

colin.taylor@ca.gt.com
wsbirss@bakertilly.ca
melissa.a.kiefer@pwc.com
jocelynrodgers@grasslandscpa.com
matthew.flath@ca.gt.com

306-244-8008
306-952-1160

kelly.walker@cwbank.com
rebecca@willowpointfinancial.ca

Rayner Agencies Ltd.				Elaine Pegg		306-373-0663
Butler-Byers Insurance Agency Ltd.		
Tony Lazurko		
306-653-2233
Aon Reed Stenhouse Inc.				
Stefanos LaBrasseur
306-975-8856
SGI CANADA						Bruce Chupa		306-683-2340

elaine.pegg@rayneragencies.ca
tlazurko@butlerbyers.com
stefanos.labrasseur@aon.ca
bchupa@sgicanada.ca

INSURANCE BROKERS:

LAWYERS:

Cuelenaere LLP					Jamie Herle		306-653-5000
MacPherson Leslie & Tyerman LLP - Lawyers
Naheed Bardai		
306-975-7115

PROPERTY MANAGERS:

ICR Commercial Real Estate			
Donna Singbeil		
306-664-6118
Elite Property Management Ltd.			
Roger Wilson		
306-956-0044
Saskatoon Real Estate Services Inc.		
Lorie Houle		
306-978-6688
Colliers International				Shirley Silburt		306-653-4410
Progressive Property Management Ltd.		
Hillary Sayed		
306-652-3322
Enzo Group						Gaby Akl		306-668-3606
Turanich Acquisitions Management Inc.		
Suzanne Turanich
306-652-9777
Real Property Management Professionals Inc.
Carla Browne		
306-244-7276
Muroda Group						Murray Sloboda		306-652-7653

PROPERTY MAINTENANCE AND SERVICES:

Lydale Construction				Leanne Booth		306-934-6116
A&R Hydrant Repair Ltd.				
Dustyn Gaddess		
306-850-0896
Wyse Meter Solutions				Jessica Lewis		416-697-2882
Goodwen Management Inc.			
Kevin McEwen		
306-281-2826

REAL ESTATE:

North Prairie Developments			

donna.singbeil@icrcommercial.com
roger@eliteproperty.ca
lorie_srs@sasktel.com
shirley.silburt@colliers.com
info@progressiveproperty.ca
gaby.akl@enzogroup.com
mgmt@turanich.com
professionals@realpropertymgt.ca
murodagroup@gmail.com
lbooth@lydale.com
ar.hydrants@gmail.com
jlewis@wysemeter.com
kevin@goodwen.ca

306-931-2880

laura@northprairiehomes.com

Suncorp Valuations Ltd.				Devin Baker		306-652-0311
TAS-Technical Advisory Services			Terry Sobieski		306-221-0069
Carlson Reserve Fund Planning & Consulting Inc. Sherril Carlson		
306-295-8455
Brunsdon Lawrek & Associates			
Grace Muzyka		
306-244-5900
Entuitive							Adrian Breitwieser
403-870-6735

devin.baker@suncorpvaluations.com
techsvcs@sasktel.net
condoreserves@sasktel.net
gracemuzyka@brunsdonlawrek.com
adrian.breitwieser@entuitive.com

RESERVE FUND APPRAISERS:

Laura McNern		

jherle@cuelenaere.com
nbardai@mlt.com

We are proud to be associated with our professional and business members. The CCI Saskatchewan Chapter does not warrant, guarantee
or accept responsibility for work performed by the companies or individuals listed. Members are encouraged to compare quotes for
services they require and to ask for references when contracting for goods and/or services.
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Please contact:
Rebecca May-Gorges,
Administrator
306-370-6224
Northsaskatchewan@cci.ca
Please send your approved ad
with this form to be included
in the 2020 Advertising

Business Name:_____________________________________________________________________
Billing: Address:_____________________________________________________________________
Phone Number: _____________________________________________________________________
Which ad would you like to purchase____________________________________________________
Would you like to take advantage of the Buy 2 get one free? ________________________________
Do you have a preference in location for the inside ads? ____________________________________
Do you want the same ad each time or would you like to change each edition __________________
How would you like to pay for your advertising (cheque or credit card) ________________________
Would you have an article that you could submit for future issues ____________________________
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Notes
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RESCHEDULED TO 2021 DUE TO COVID-19
SHERATON CAVALIER HOTEL

612 Spadina Crescent E, Saskatoon, SK S7K 3G9

EXPLORE THE REMAI MODERN!
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DISCOVER THE WESTERN DEVELOPMENT MUSEUM!

